Abstract Repetitive DNA, formerly referred to by the misnomer Bjunk DNA,^comprises a majority of the human genome. One class of this DNA, alpha satellite, comprises up to 10% of the genome. Alpha satellite is enriched at all human centromere regions and is competent for de novo centromere assembly. Because of the highly repetitive nature of alpha satellite, it has been difficult to achieve genome assemblies at centromeres using traditional next-generation sequencing approaches, and thus, centromeres represent gaps in the current human genome assembly. Moreover, alpha satellite DNA is transcribed into repetitive noncoding RNA and contributes to a large portion of the transcriptome. Recent efforts to characterize these transcripts and their function have uncovered pivotal roles for satellite RNA in genome stability, including silencing Bselfish^DNA elements and recruiting centromere and kinetochore proteins. This review will describe the genomic and epigenetic features of alpha satellite DNA, discuss recent findings of noncoding transcripts produced from distinct alpha satellite arrays, and address current progress in the functional understanding of this oft-neglected repetitive sequence. We will discuss unique challenges of studying human satellite DNAs and RNAs and point toward new technologies that will continue to advance our understanding of this largely untapped portion of the genome.
Introduction
Repetitive DNA can be classified into two groups based on structure: tandem or interspersed. Tandem repeats are clusters of individual sequence units that are adjacent to one another and organized as either direct repeats (head-to-tail) or inverted repeats (head-to-head and tail-to-tail). Interspersed repeats lacking iterated, hierarchical structure are scattered throughout the genome and are nonadjacent. Repetitive DNA can also be classified by the level of repetition: highly repetitive or middle repetitive. These two fractions were initially distinguished by their differential reassociation rates (C 0 t values) after high-temperature melting, with highly repetitive sequences, such as telomeres and satellite DNA, reannealing more quickly than moderately repetitive DNA, such as retrotransposons and rDNA genes (Britten and Kohne 1968) . Satellite DNAwas first identified in the 1970s as a distinct low-density buoyancy band that separated from bulk genomic DNA in cesium chloride density gradients (Yasmineh and Yunis 1974) . This class of DNA encompasses many types of highly repetitive tandem repeats. Satellite DNA is generally classified by three major characteristics: (1) repeat unit size, (2) sequence composition, and (3) total block or array length. Here, we will focus on the major form of satellite DNA in the human genome, alpha satellite. This sequence is predominantly enriched in and around primary constrictions and contributes to essential chromosomal functions such as centromere and kinetochore assembly and heterochromatin formation.
Alpha satellite DNA is composed of fundamental 171-bp monomeric repeat units. It is present as either higherorder repeat units (HORs) that are composed of organized, tandemly repeated 171-bp monomers or stretches of divergent monomers that lack any overarching organizational pattern (Willard 1985; Waye and Willard 1987; Alexandrov et al. 1993b; Rudd et al. 2003b) (Fig. 1a) . These two types of alpha satellite DNA are typically located near one another, with unordered monomeric alpha satellite often sandwiched between a large block of HOR alpha satellite and chromosome arms (Schueler et al. 2001; Rudd et al. 2003b; Ross et al. 2005) (Fig. 1a) .
HOR alpha satellite arrays are comprised of a defined number of divergent 171-bp monomers arranged head-to-tail (Willard 1985) (Fig. 1a) . The individual monomers within a HOR unit have 50-70% identity and can be distinguished such that HOR unit length is determined by where the next monomer shows nearly total sequence identity to the first monomer in the HOR (Fig. 1a) . Outside of the higher-order arrays, monomers are randomly arranged and span the region between the homogeneous array and the chromosome arm (Fig. 1a) . Monomeric alpha satellite is often interspersed with repetitive elements, such as transposable elements and other types of satellite DNA, such as satellite I and gamma satellite DNA (Trowell et al. 1993; Schueler et al. 2001; Kim et al. 2009) (Fig. 1a) . Although HOR alpha satellite arrays are largely homogenous, they can be punctuated by transposable elements, either between Fig. 1 Array-and chromosome-specific organization of alpha satellite DNA. a Schematic of the general organization of alpha satellite DNA arrays at human centromere regions. Human chromosomes can have one or more distinct higher-order repeat (HOR) arrays. HORs are array-and chromosome-specific. A defined number of individual monomers (black arrows) that are 50-70% identical in sequence are arranged tandemly to form a HOR unit, shown here as either a 12 monomer HOR (blue array) or 7 monomer HOR (green array). Monomers are numbered by their position within the HOR and not based on their homology between two distinct HORs. The HORs are repeated hundreds to thousands of times to create homogenous arrays in which the HORs within a given array are 97-100% identical. The HOR array is flanked by degenerate alpha satellite DNA monomers (small black arrays) that lack hierarchical structure and separate the HOR array from the chromosome arms. HOR arrays are interrupted by other repetitive elements, such as transposable elements (TEs, yellow) but the extent of TE distribution across arrays is unclear due to the lack of linear, contiguous assemblies of endogenous alpha satellite arrays. b Alpha satellite HOR arrays have been classified into suprachromosomal families (SF) that are related based on monomer type and organization. SF1 arrays are organized as alternating dimers of J1 and J2 monomers (D7Z1, cen7.1), although variation in the regular organization of monomers occurs on some chromosomes, like the D3Z1 (cen3.1) array of Homo sapiens chromosome 3 (HSA3). Additionally, a HOR can be shared among chromosomes, such as the D1Z7 (cen1.1) array that is also present as D5Z2 (cen5.2) on human chromosome 5 (HSA5) and D19Z3 (cen19.3) on HSA19. Each arrayspecific HOR unit is operationally defined by restriction enzyme sites (black arrowheads) that demarcate the last monomer of one HOR unit and the first monomer of the next HOR unit. Opaque shading illustrates the linear, reiterated nature of HOR units that create the larger, homogenous array. c SF2 is composed of a different dimeric structure based on D1 and D2 monomers. D18Z1 (cen18.1) on HSA18 has SF2 organization. d SF3 is based on a pentameric organization of monomers W1-W5. D11Z1 (cen11.1) is an example of a perfect pentameric HOR unit, while DXZ1 has an irregular organization of W1-W5 monomers. e SF5 arrays are defined by R1 and R2 monomers, although they largely lack the more regular dimeric organization observed for SF1 and SF2 arrays. Some arrays have HOR unit structure, such as the D7Z2 (cen7.2) array of HSA7. BD (DNA segment)_chromosome number_Z (type of DNA)_sequential number^is the original Human Genome Project locus definition of an alpha satellite array. The newer UCSC Genome Browser annotations of distinct HOR arrays (cen_chromosome number.array number) are also included to connect old and new nomenclature HOR units or within the units themselves Miga 2015; Jain et al. 2018) .
HOR units of alpha satellite DNA have been operationally defined by restriction enzyme sites that cut usually once within the HOR and demarcate the last monomer of one HOR and the first monomer of the next HOR [reviewed by Willard and Waye (1987b)] (Fig. 1b-e) . On each chromosome, HOR units are repeated, largely uninterrupted, hundreds to thousands of times, resulting in a large, linear, and homogeneous array of highly identical copies of tandem HOR units (Aldrup-MacDonald et al. 2016) . The large alpha satellite array at the centromere is a genetic locus and has been designated and referenced using the following nomenclature: DNA segment (D), chromosomal assignment (#), complexity of DNA (Z for repetitive), and sequential number (1, 2, 3…) to confer uniqueness of DNA segment . The newer UCSC Genome Browser annotation of distinct HOR arrays is denoted as cen_chromosome number.array number (Miga et al. 2014; Rosenbloom et al. 2015) .
Each human chromosome is associated with a unique alpha satellite HOR Alpha satellite is often thought to be identical across all centromeres of the human karyotype, but in fact, it exhibits several types of variation or polymorphism that illustrate its complexity, distinctive organization within the human genome, and most importantly, its chromosome specificity. The sequence of a HOR, the number, type, and order of monomers that define the HOR unit, and the overall copy number of the HOR (i.e., the number of times the HOR is repeated) confer chromosome specificity of alpha satellite. HORs within a chromosomespecific array differ in sequence by only a few percent; however, HORs between nonhomologous chromosomes are only 50-70% identical (Manuelidis 1978; Willard 1985) . For instance, 12 monomers comprise the HOR array DXZ1 that defines the centromere of the Homo sapiens X chromosome (HSAX) (Waye and Willard 1985; Schueler et al. 2001; Miga et al. 2014) . Among all copies of HSAX in the population, the 2.0-kb DXZ1 HOR is repeated between 750 and 2100 times, yielding total array size lengths that range from 1.5 to 4.2 Mb (Fig. 2a) . Total array size polymorphisms exist between homologs even within the same individual, and the DXZ1 arrays on the two HSAXs in a female will often differ in overall array size (Wevrick and Willard 1989) . When DXZ1 arrays from unrelated males were compared, no two HSAX chromosomes showed identical sizes or haplotypes (Mahtani and Willard 1990) . Similar interhomolog and interindividual array size polymorphisms exist for alpha satellite arrays on autosomes, such that array lengths represent a continuum of sizes that can vary 10-to 20-fold ( Fig. 2b ; Table 1 ). Despite interhomolog/interindividual variation in the population, alpha satellite array size polymorphisms are heritable among related individuals and largely stable in meiosis, such that the segregation of specific homologs can be tracked through families based solely on alpha satellite array sizes (Wevrick and Willard 1989; Marcais et al. 1991; Mahtani and Willard 1998) (Fig. 3a, b) . Likewise, the identity of specific human chromosomes that have been moved to somatic cell hybrid backgrounds can be verified by alpha satellite array size polymorphisms (Aldrup-MacDonald et al. 2016) . These centromeric polymorphisms are useful markers for monitoring inheritance of individual chromosomes (Fig. 3b) .
Organization of alpha satellite into suprachromosomal subfamilies based on sequence variation and monomer organization Alpha satellite monomers differ in sequence by 10-40%, depending on their sequence identity to the first described human alpha satellite sequences (Wu and Manuelidis 1980) . Although any two adjacent monomers may differ significantly in sequence, similarities in monomer sequence and order, but not the total number of monomers in a HOR unit, are shared among different chromosomes. From sequence analysis of hundreds of individual monomers, 12 consensus alpha satellite monomers have been designated: J1, J2, D1, D2, W1, W2, W3, W4, W5, M1, R1, and R2 (Alexandrov et al. 1988 (Alexandrov et al. , 1991 (Alexandrov et al. , 1993b Rosandic et al. 2006; Shepelev et al. 2015) . These monomers fall into five suprachromosomal groups or families, that are defined by sequence homology and linear order of the monomers that create a HOR that is similar and can even be shared between chromosomes (Table 1) . The three main suprachromosomal families (SF1-3) represent the majority of Bfunctional^alpha satellite HORs found at the centromere core (i.e., kinetochore-forming region). SF1-3 represent two dimeric and one pentameric HOR configurations. SF4 and SF5 are monomer families that usually flank the functional HOR arrays and separate them from the chromosome arms (Alexandrov et al. 1993b; Shepelev et al. 2009 ). SF4 is purely monomeric in structure (i.e., does not form HOR units); however, SF5 monomers can be organized into HOR units but can also exhibit an irregular organization lacking HOR structure (see below) (Rosandic et al. 2006) . SF1 has a dimeric organization and is comprised of monomers designated J1 and J2 (Alexandrov et al. 1988 (Alexandrov et al. , 1991 (Fig. 1b) . J1 and J2 monomers share 70% identity; however, all J1 monomers show greater than 80% sequence identity to each other (Alexandrov et al. 1993a) . SF1 alpha satellite is present on nine human chromosomes (HSA1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 10, 12, 16, and 19) (Looijenga et al. 1992; Alexandrov et al. 1993b ). The typical organization of SF1 is alternating J1 and J2 monomers, with a different total number of J1/J2 monomers creating chromosome specificity. For example, the HOR unit size of D1Z7 (or cen1.1, the current alpha satellite classification in the human genome assembly hg38) is 340 bp (a perfect J1-J2 dimer), but the HOR size for D7Z1 (cen7.1) is 1020 bp (6-mer; J1-J2-J1-J2-J1-J2) (Fig. 1b) . While HORs within the same SF can differ in unit size (i.e., number of monomers) creating chromosome specificity, some HORs are shared among more than one chromosome. For example, the same dimeric HOR that defines D1Z7 (cen1.1) is also present on HSA5 as D5Z2 (cen5.2) and HSA19 as D19Z3 (cen19.3) (Fig. 1b) . Even within a suprachromosomal group where monomer homology is high, variation exists. For example, the J1-J2 periodicity of the 2.9-kb 17-mer HOR of D3Z1 (HSA3) is not perfect and is instead interrupted by two monomers (X1, X2) that lack homology to any existing monomer families (Alexandrov et al. 1993a) (Fig. 1b) . This departure from the canonical suprachromosomal organization is an excellent example of chromosome-specific structural variation that can occur among alpha satellite arrays.
SF2 is a second dimeric subfamily that is composed of D1 and D2 monomers and is present on 11 chromosomes (HSA2, 4, 8, 9, 13, 14, 15, 18, 20, 21, and 22) (Fig. 1c) . D1 and D2 monomers are distinct from J1 and J2 monomers. Within their respective groups, D1 or D2 monomers are on average 88% similar in sequence, while when compared to each other, D1 versus D2 monomers are less similar (Alexandrov et al. 1991) . Like SF1, some alpha satellite HORs, like D18Z2 on HSA18 and D8Z2 on HSA8, depart from the alternating pattern of D1/D2 monomers (Rosandic et al. 2006; Shepelev et al. 2015) .
SF3 is a Bpentameric^subfamily comprised of monomers W1, W2, W3, W4, and W5 (Fig. 1d) . These five monomers were initially described as A-E monomers of the alpha satellite arrays from HSA17 and HSAX . SF3 is found on four chromosomes (HSA1, 11, 17, and X). However, only the HOR of D11Z1 is organized as a perfect W1-W5 5-mer ; the 12-mer DXZ1 HOR, 11-mer D1Z7 HOR, and 16-mer D17Z1 exhibit a combination of the pentamer structure with single or double monomer duplications or triplications Willard 1985, 1986b; Alexandrov et al. 2001) (Fig. 1d) .
SF4 is an unordered subfamily composed of monomers that were originally defined by a consensus monomer M1 (Alexandrov et al. 1993b ). M1 monomers exhibit more sequence identity to D2 and W4 monomers than to the other types of monomers in SF1-3. However, the M1 monomers are classified as a distinct group because they are more homologous to each other (average 81% Fig. 2 a, b Chromosome-specific alpha satellite arrays in the human population are polymorphic in size. The number of monomers that comprise a HOR differs between chromosomes, conferring chromosome specificity. For example, DXZ1 (HSAX) is defined by a 12 monomer (12-mer) HOR (2 kb), while D7Z1 (HSA7) is defined by a 6-mer (1 kb) HOR. Within the population and even between homologs of the same individual, the total array size (i.e., the number of times a HOR is repeated) is different. The reported sizes of DXZ1 on single HSAX chromosomes range from 1.3 Mb (650 copies of DXZ1 HOR) to 4.2 Mb (2100 copies). Likewise, total array size of D7Z1 ranges from 1.5 to 3.8 Mb, such that in a given individual, D7Z1 on one HSA7 homolog may be 1.8 Mb and 3.5 Mb on the other homolog sequence identity) than they are to similar monomers in other suprachromosomal families. SF4 monomers also do not exhibit higher-order periodicity, further emphasizing that they belong to a unique subfamily. Alpha satellite arrays composed of M1 monomers are present on HSA13, 14, 15, 21, and 22 and Y (Alexandrov et al. 1993b) . They are positioned adjacent, or peripheral, to larger, higher-order arrays that form the centromere core Choo 1991, 1992) . SF4 arrays have been described as Bdead^or Binactive^arrays, and yet DYZ3, in this suprachromosomal family, is organized as a 34-mer HOR and assembles a functional centromere. Finally, SF5 is a subfamily characterized by R1 and R2 monomers (Alexandrov et al. 2001) . It displays irregular monomer order, rather than an alternating dimeric R1/R2 arrangement (Fig. 1e ). SF5 arrays are present on multiple chromosomes, including HSA5, HSA7, HSA15, and HSA19 (Table 1) , and are typically smaller in size than SF1-3 alpha satellite arrays. Like SF4, SF5 arrays usually lack HOR unit structure. Fig. 3 Stability of total alpha satellite array sizes and their use as chromosomal markers. a Cartoon representation of a multigenerational pedigree and pulsed field gel electrophoresis (PFGE)-Southern blotting analysis of DXZ1 total array sizes. High molecular weight (HMW) DNA can be cut with enzymes that release the multimegabase array as one or a few high molecular weight fragments that are resolved over many days using PFGE. Southern blotting with a probe specific to DXZ1 will reveal the unique sizes of DXZ1 arrays in each individual. Males (squares) typically show a single band or two bands (dark blue or light orange) that can be added together to yield total array size. Females will exhibit additional bands (red or light blue) since they have two HSAX chromosomes. Each HSAX can be tracked through the family based on DXZ1 array sizes. These types of analyses have revealed the extreme stability of alpha satellite array sizes as well as their usefulness as genetic markers in familial studies (Wevrick and Willard 1989) . b PFGE-Southern blot of D17Z1 array sizes and segregation of specific HSA17 chromosomes through two different families (trios). The fathers' and mothers' D17Z1 alleles in each family are marked by different colored asterisks and the homolog that each child inherited can be tracked by the size of the D17Z1 bands However, HOR structure is present on a few distinct chromosomes (i.e., 13-mer D5Z1, 16-mer D7Z2), and there is recent evidence that SF5 arrays such as D7Z2 on HSA7 can support centromere function in vitro and in vivo (Hayden et al. 2013; McNulty et al. 2017) .
Genomic variation within HORs of specific alpha satellite arrays
The suprachromosomal family classifications illustrate that variation within the alpha satellite DNA is common and complex, due to monomeric differences and chromosome-specific differences in HOR unit size and monomer order and organization. However, on a given chromosome, the primary HOR unit can also exhibit size polymorphisms, such that variant HORs and canonical HORs can both be present within the same array (Durfy and Willard 1987; Waye et al. 1987c; Choo et al. 1990; Ge et al. 1992; Alexandrov et al. 1993a) . HOR size variants are most likely the result of deletions caused by unequal exchange (Waye and Willard 1986a, b; Warburton et al. 1993) .
HSA17 is a premier example of HOR polymorphisms within the D17Z1 array. The predominant HOR unit on D17Z1 is a 16-monomer (16-mer) (Waye and Willard 1986b; Willard et al. 1986 ). However, less prevalent 15-mer and 14-mer HORs are present on many D17Z1 arrays, as well as 13-mers, 12-mers, and rare 11-mers (Warburton and Willard 1995) . The 13-mer HOR unit is the most abundant after the 16-mer. The HOR size polymorphisms create D17Z1 haplotypes, with the 16-/15-/14-mer comprising a wild-type haplotype (haplotype I) found on 65% of HSA17s within the population. Arrays that contain 16-/15-/14-mers plus additional 13-mers are present on 35% of HSA17s (haplotype II) (Waye and Willard 1986a; Warburton and Willard 1995) . Single nucleotide changes in specific monomers have also been mapped to distinct HOR units. For example, a SNP that creates a HindIII site in monomer 13 of D17Z1 is present in a small subset of 16-mer HORs and in a large number of 13-mer HORs Willard 1992, 1995) .
Alpha satellite arrays on other chromosomes also show HOR size and sequence variation (Waye and Willard 1986a; Durfy and Willard 1987; Waye et al. 1987c; Choo et al. 1990; Marcais et al. 1991; Charlieu et al. 1992; Ge et al. 1992; Alexandrov et al. 1993a; Greig et al. 1993; Marcais et al. 1993) . For example, within DXZ1, a subset of HORs has acquired a HindIII site and those HORs have been amplified to create a polymorphic domain within the predominantly homogeneous, canonical DXZ1 array (Durfy and Willard 1987) . On HSA8, D8Z2 is present primarily as a 1.9-kb HOR, but variant 2.5-and 3.9-kb HORs are also detected along with the 1.9-kb HOR within some D8Z2 arrays in the population (Ge et al. 1992) . These size and sequence variants, and their spatial relationships to one other within a given HOR array, raise questions regarding the effect of genomic variation on alpha satellite function. On HSA17, HOR variants (SNP and size variants) within D17Z1 are associated with defective kinetochore architecture and the reduced ability to recruit or maintain centromere proteins (Maloney et al. 2012; Aldrup-MacDonald et al. 2016 ) (see BCentromeric epialleles: the co-existence of multiple, functionally distinct HOR arrays on single human chromosomes^section below). Why genomic variation would affect the ability of alpha satellite to form or maintain kinetochore is not clear. Long-range organization or transcription of the HOR units (wild type versus variant) across the entire alpha satellite array could influence the competence of an alpha satellite array for centromere assembly and kinetochore formation . It is well-established that variation within regulatory and genic regions influences gene expression. Studies that identify and characterize structural and sequence polymorphisms within alpha satellite DNA and their fundamental effects on basic chromosome function will undoubtedly expand our understanding of genomic variation and the function of the noncoding regions of the human genome.
Alpha satellite function: relationship with centromere and kinetochore proteins Maintenance of human centromere assembly and kinetochore formation is accomplished through the recruitment of~100 proteins to alpha satellite DNA regions (Musacchio and Desai 2017) . The centromere can be defined as where unique chromatin is assembled that serves as the foundational platform for recruitment of architectural proteins that provide structure to the kinetochore, a multisubunit protein network that makes attachments to microtubules and moves chromosomes along spindle microtubules during cell division.
CENP-A, the centromere-specific histone variant and epigenetic marker of centromere identity
The presence of concentrated amounts of CENP-A at alpha satellite DNA regions distinguishes the centromere from the remainder of the genome. CENP-A was discovered from sera isolated from CREST (calcinosis, Raynauds phenomenon, esophogeal dysmotility, sclerodactyly, telangiectasia) syndrome patients. Three antigens were biochemically identified and shown to be centromere components by immunostaining of mitotic cells (Earnshaw and Rothfield 1985) . The 17-kDa species was designated CENP-A, while the other two bands were called CENP-B (80 kDa) and CENP-C (140 kDa). Subsequent studies showed that CENP-A co-purified with nucleosome core particles and histones, implicating it as a centromerespecific histone involved in a fundamental chromatin nucleoprotein complex (Palmer et al. 1987 (Palmer et al. , 1991 . CENP-A is present at all endogenous human centromeres and distinguishes the active centromeres of dicentric chromosomes, solidifying its role as a key centromere protein Warburton et al. 1997; Ando et al. 2002) . In humans, the unique association of CENP-A with alpha satellite DNA extends to its deposition into chromatin, not at S phase when most new histones are incorporated into chromatin, but in late M and G1 phases (Shelby et al. 1997 (Shelby et al. , 2000 Jansen et al. 2007 ). The uncoupling of CENP-A synthesis in G2 in humans and its deposition in G1 is important for its loading by the CENP-A-specific chaperone protein Holliday Junction Recognition Protein (HJURP) (Dunleavy et al. 2009; Bodor et al. 2013 ). Maintenance of CENP-A within the centromere is thought to be coordinately regulated by the interaction of CENP-A with other centromere proteins, post-translational modification of centromeric histones, and transcription of alpha satellite DNA (Molina et al. 2016; Ohzeki et al. 2016; McNulty et al. 2017) . Proper loading and maintenance of CENP-A is bolstered by its interactions with CENP-B and CENP-C and its spatial location within alpha satellite DNA arrays (Fachinetti et al. 2013 (Fachinetti et al. , 2015 Ross et al. 2016 ).
CENP-B, an alpha satellite DNA-binding protein CENP-A exists in a constitutive prekinetochore complex with CENP-B and CENP-C (Ando et al. 2002) . In mammals, CENP-B is an 80-kDa kinetochore protein that binds to the CENP-B box, a 17-bp sequence motif (5′-T/ CTCGTTGGAAA/GCGGGA-3′) (Masumoto et al. 1989 ). The CENP-B box is present in only a subset of alpha satellite monomers (Muro et al. 1992; Ikeno et al. 1994 ) in all human chromosomes except HSAY (Muro et al. 1992; Haaf and Ward 1994) . The location of CENP-B boxes varies depending on the chromosome-specific HOR and is directly linked to the HOR structure (Fig. 4) . Alpha satellite monomers within each suprachromosomal family have specific sequence and higher-order characteristics, but all monomers can be broadly classified into two groups based on their identity to the alpha satellite consensus: A-type and B-type monomers (Rosandic et al. 2006) . A-type monomers include J1, D2, W4, W5, M1, and R2 monomers, while B-type consist of J2, D1, W1-W3, and R1 monomers. A and B monomers differ in sequence at positions 35-51, a region that correlates with protein binding. B-type monomers contain CENP-B boxes, while Atype monomers contain a binding site for pJα (Rosandic et al. 2006 ), a protein that has not been well characterized and whose function is unclear. Interestingly, DYZ3 of HSAY completely lacks monomers that contain CENP-B boxes but does contain monomers that have the pJα motif. Since DYZ3 binds CENP-A and other centromere and kinetochore proteins, it is possible that pJα contributes to kinetochore assembly in a way that remains to be fully defined.
Until recently, CENP-B has not been thought to play a functional role in centromeric chromatin, since it is often present in centromeres that have been inactivated (Earnshaw et al. 1989; Sullivan and Schwartz 1995) . It is also present within the additional HOR alpha satellite arrays of multi-array chromosomes, like HSA7 and HSA17. There has been recent, renewed interest in the role of CENP-B in centromere chromatin establishment, structure, or maintenance. New centromere formation depends on CENP-B containing alpha satellite DNA (Ohzeki et al. 2002; Okada et al. 2007 ). Moreover, CENP-B is thought to position CENP-A nucleosomes and to stabilize CENP-A and CENP-C within centromeric chromatin (Yoda et al. 1998; Okada et al. 2007; Hasson et al. 2013; Fachinetti et al. 2015) .
It has been broadly proposed that the presence of CENP-B in alternate monomers in dimeric HOR subfamilies SF1 and SF2 confers enhanced binding and integrity of the constitutive centromere-associated network complex (CCAN). The density of CENP-B boxes within HOR alpha satellite has been correlated with stronger CENP-A enrichment, with the conclusions that dimeric arrays will exhibit the highest CENP-B box density (Thakur and Henikoff 2018) . However, within a given HOR, regardless of suprachromosomal family organization, the CENP-B box is present in only a subset of monomers. It is true that in a HOR array like D7Z1 that has a dimeric configuration (SF1), CENP-B boxes are present in every other monomer (Fig. 4a) . However, the alternating arrangement of CENP-B boxes is not the rule. In fact, the distribution of the CENP-B boxes is unique to each chromosome-specific HOR. Within pentameric HORs of SF3, CENP-B boxes are irregularly spaced on HSA11, HSA17, and HSAX (Fig. 4b) . The density of CENP-B boxes will also be influenced by total array size, such that a 2-Mb array of D7Z1 (dimeric, SF1) will have the same number of CENP-B boxes as a 2-Mb array of D11Z1 (pentameric, SF3) that has irregularly spaced CENP-B boxes. Moreover, a lower density of CENP-B boxes within an alpha satellite array does not disqualify it for centromere assembly. Centromeres readily form at the minor array D17Z1-B on epiallele chromosome HSA17 even when the major array D17Z1 has up to three times the number of CENP-B boxes (Aldrup-MacDonald et al. 2016) . Likewise, centromere proteins can be enriched at the 16-mer HOR of D7Z2 (SF5) on HSA7 (Thakur and Henikoff 2018) , and centromere assembly at D7Z2 has been shown by human artificial chromosome (HAC) assays and on endogenous chromosomes, even though the D7Z2 HOR contains a single CENP-B box and neighboring D7Z1 contains many CENP-B boxes (Hayden et al. 2013; McNulty et al. 2017) (Fig. 4c) . These findings suggest that arrays with even a few CENP-B boxes are sufficient to confer centromere competence to an array, but also raise the possibility that other aspects of alpha satellite DNA (or RNA) are required for centromere assembly.
CENP-C, a DNA-and RNA-binding protein that provides structural integrity and links the inner and outer kinetochore CENP-C is a member of the CCAN that links the inner and outer kinetochore and is important for CENP-A recruitment and kinetochore maturation. CENP-C is thought to stabilize CENP-A nucleosomes, through coordinated interactions with CENP-B and CENP-N, a subunit of the CENP-L-N complex (Carroll et al. 2009; Guo et al. 2017; Cao et al. 2018) . CENP-C, along with CCAN component the dimeric arrays, but the CENP-B boxes are irregularly spaced. These arrays with irregularly spaced CENP-B boxes are equally competent for centromere assembly. c Some HOR arrays, like that of D7Z2 (cen7.2, SF5), have few or no CENP-B boxes and were thought to be Bdead arrays^that lack centromere potential. However, D7Z2 (cen7.2) that only has one CENP-B box in monomer 16 can recruit centromere proteins (Thakur and Henikoff 2018) and assemble a functional centromere (Hayden et al. 2013; McNulty et al. 2017) CENP-T, provides direct bridges of the inner kinetochore to NDC80/HEC1 in the outer kinetochore (Musacchio and Desai 2017) . CENP-C binds to both alpha satellite DNA and RNA Trazzi et al. 2002; Du et al. 2010; Shono et al. 2015; McNulty et al. 2017) . CENP-B and CENP-C associate with the same type of alpha satellite DNA (i.e., HOR) but are spatially distinct, suggesting that they interact with distinct HORs or different regions of the same HOR.
Centromeric epialleles: the co-existence of multiple, functionally distinct HOR arrays in single human chromosomes Each human chromosome contains at least one unique alpha satellite HOR array, with the exceptions of two pairs of chromosomes: HSA13/HSA21 and HSA14/HSA22 (Devilee et al. 1986; Jorgensen et al. 1988; Trowell et al. 1993 ). HSA13 and HSA21 share the same alpha satellite HOR unit (D13Z1/D21Z1; previously designated αRI, GenBank accession D29750), while the primary alpha satellite array on HSA14 and HSA22 (D14Z1/D22Z1; formerly αXT, GenBank accession M22273) is largely identical. However, centromere regions of these and other chromosomes also contain additional alpha satellite arrays that are distinct from the primary array Choo et al. 1990; Wevrick and Willard 1991; Vissel and Choo 1992; Trowell et al. 1993; Pironon et al. 2010) . As previously mentioned, distinct alpha satellite arrays on a chromosome can be classified in the same or different suprachromosomal family and are distinguished by monomer sequence and HOR length (i.e., monomer number within the HOR unit). More than half of the chromosomes in the human karyotype (i.e., HSA1, HSA5, HSA7, HSA15, HSA17, HSA18, HSA20, to name a few) have more than one HOR array (Choo et al. 1990; Wevrick and Willard 1991; Slee et al. 2011; Rosenbloom et al. 2015; Shepelev et al. 2015) . For instance, HSA17 has three arrays, D17Z1, D17Z1-B, and D17Z1-C; all are SF3 HOR arrays (Rosandic et al. 2006; Shepelev et al. 2009 ). However, HSA5 contains two arrays D5Z1 (dimeric HOR, SF1) and D5Z2 (monomeric, SF5). Although the presence of multiple arrays on the same chromosome has led to the suggestion that one array is Bactive/live^and the other is Binactive/dead^ (Shepelev et al. 2015) , in vitro and in vivo functional studies show that arrays from different suprachromosomal subfamilies can support centromere assembly (Pironon et al. 2010; Hayden et al. 2013; McNulty et al. 2017) . Within the population, several chromosomes with multiple alpha satellite arrays often exhibit variation in the alpha satellite site of centromere assembly. These centromeric epialleles have been identified on several multi-array chromosomes including HSA1, HSA7, HSA17, and HSA19 (Pironon et al. 2010; Maloney et al. 2012; Aldrup-MacDonald et al. 2016; McNulty et al. 2017 ). On HSA17 for example, either D17Z1 or D71Z1-B can be the site of centromere assembly, and in the same individual, one homolog can assemble the centromere at D17Z1 while centromere assembly occurs at D17Z1-B on the other homolog (Maloney et al. 2012 ). To date, no endogenous chromosomes have been identified in which centromere assembly and kinetochore formation occurs at both arrays simultaneously. Kinetochore formation at the secondary HOR array D17Z1-B is highly correlated with genomic variation (HOR size, sequence) at the larger, primary array D17Z1 (Aldrup-MacDonald et al. 2016) . Centromeric epialleles highlight the functional plasticity of alpha satellite and the impact of genomic variation even within highly repetitive DNA arrays.
Alpha satellite DNA and de novo centromere assembly: human artificial chromosomes
The identification in the 1980s of alpha satellite arrays at primary constrictions implied that these sequences contributed to centromere function. However, the strongest evidence linking alpha satellite DNA to human centromere assembly came from two distinct chromosome engineering approaches. In the first, successive rounds of telomeremediated chromosomal truncation were used to modify the X chromosome (HSAX) and Y (HSAY) chromosome, generating a series of derivative chromosomes that, after each round of targeted deletion, contained less HSAX or HSAY chromosome arm material (Brown et al. 1994; Farr et al. 1995; Mills et al. 1999 ). The smallest HSAX and HSAY minichromosomes to remain mitotically stable contained the alpha satellite DNA arrays DXZ1 and DYZ3, respectively. Since these pioneering studies, additional chromosomes have been truncated to minimal segregation units and used as minichromosomes to study chromosome stability or to house genes to be used in therapeutic applications. These studies strongly connected alpha satellite DNA as the sequence largely responsible for centromere function and chromosome stability.
Complementary experiments performed by two groups took a de novo approach to define sequences required for centromere assembly. Early studies tested the ability of alpha satellite DNA to nucleate functional centromeres by introducing cosmids containing alpha satellite DNA from HSA17 into African green monkey (AGM) cells (Haaf et al. 1992) . These experiments resulted in integration of the alpha satellite construct into AGM chromosomes rather than forming an independent chromosome. In subsequent studies, large blocks (100-1000 kb) of cloned or synthetic alpha satellite sequences from D17Z1, D21Z1, DYZ3, and DXZ1 were retrofitted onto linear yeast artificial chromosome (YAC) or circular bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) vectors. Introduction of these artificial chromosome assembly constructs into a human cell line yielded autonomous chromosomes termed HACs (Harrington et al. 1997; Ikeno et al. 1998; Masumoto et al. 1998; Schueler et al. 2001; Rudd et al. 2003a) (Fig. 5) .
HACs containing alpha satellite DNA have been shown to recruit centromere proteins and be continuously stable for over 6 months. Importantly, these studies showed that higher-order alpha satellite DNA containing CENP-B boxes, but not higher-order arrays lacking the CENP-B binding motif or unordered alpha satellite monomers, could form stable HACs (Fig. 5) . Subsequent second-and thirdgeneration HACs have been created that contain alpha satellite in addition to tetracycline operator (tetO) or lac operon (lacO) sequences (Kononenko et al. 2013; Lee et al. 2013b ). The tetO and lacO sequences are bound with high affinity by the tet repressor (tetR) and lac repressor (LacI), respectively, that can be fused to different proteins to track movement and copy number of the HAC (GFPLacI) or to manipulate the chromatin or protein composition of the HAC (Lee et al. 2013a; Pesenti et al. 2018) . HACs are commonly generated by transfection of BACs containing alpha satellite sequence into human cell lines. BACs containing alpha satellite HORs (blue arrays) with CENP-B boxes (white monomer arrows) are the only material sufficient to form a HAC. The resulting HAC contains multimerized BAC sequence. A centromere forms on a portion of the HAC and, like endogenous chromosomes, contains both CENP-A (purple) and H3K4me2/ H3K36me2 (red) nucleosomes and is flanked by pericentromeric heterochromatin (green). The centromere can form on both alpha satellite sequence and vector sequence. In contrast, BACs containing alpha satellite HORs that lack CENP-B boxes or containing monomeric alpha satellite are not sufficient to form stable HACs and are often observed to integrate into chromosome arms With the latter approach, the efficiency of centromere assembly on alpha satellite can be enhanced or inhibited, and expression of genes located close to alpha satellite DNA on the HAC can be tested (Kononenko et al. 2013 ).
Chromatin signatures of alpha satellite DNA regions
Genomic DNA is packaged into chromatin through the wrapping of DNA around nucleosomes containing two copies of each core histone (H2A, H2B, H3, and H4) (Kornberg 1974) . Chromatin can be further compacted by the action of chromatin remodeling proteins. Genomic regions that contain genes are typically packaged into euchromatin that is characterized by more loosely packed nucleosomes and DNase and transcription factor accessibility. Gene-poor regions of the genome are conversely packaged into heterochromatin that is largely refractory to transcription or exhibits distinctive association-dissociation kinetics with transcription factors. Post-translational modifications to histone tails act as signals to recruit appropriate chromatin remodeling proteins and transcription factors to distinct genomic locations. Specific histone modifications demarcate euchromatin versus constitutive heterochromatin. For instance, H3K4 and H3K36 di-and tri-methylation (H3K4me2/3, H3K36me2/3), H3 acetylation (K9, K14), and H4 acetylation (K5, K8, K12, K16) are markers of transcriptionally active, open chromatin (Peterson and Laniel 2004) . Conversely, H3K9me2/3 and H3K27me3 are histone modifications associated with repressive facultative or constitutive heterochromatin. Studies using immunocytological approaches combined with chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) surprisingly revealed that alpha satellite DNA is assembled into different types of chromatin, sometimes on the same array (Lam et al. 2006; Mravinac et al. 2009; Ohzeki et al. 2012; Bailey et al. 2016) .
Historically, mammalian repetitive DNA has been considered heterochromatic. However, centromere regions exhibit a histone modification pattern that is distinct from both euchromatin and heterochromatin (Fig. 6a) . Centromeric chromatin is defined by the presence of interspersed nucleosomes that contain the canonical histone H3 and the centromere-specific H3 variant CENP-A (Blower et al. 2002) . This unique arrangement of interspersed H3 and CENP-A nucleosomes has been termed Bcentrochromatin^ (Sullivan and Karpen 2004) . The H3 histones within centrochromatin contain high levels of H3K4me2 and H3K36me2, two histone modifications associated with transcriptionally permissive chromatin (Lam et al. 2006; Bergmann et al. 2011) . Acetylated histone modifications typically present in euchromatin are only transiently associated with centrochromatin and are thought to be important for new CENP-A loading and maintain a boundary to prevent encroachment of heterochromatin into centrochromatin (Molina et al. 2016; Ohzeki et al. 2016; Shang et al. 2016) .
Centrochromatin is adjacent to pericentric heterochromatin enriched for modifications of H3K9me2, H3K9me3, and H3K27me3 (Lam et al. 2006; Ohzeki et al. 2016) . In humans, approximately 35% of a given alpha satellite array is assembled into centrochromatin, and heterochromatin forms on the remainder of the array (Lam et al. 2006; Mravinac et al. 2009; Sullivan et al. 2011; Bailey et al. 2016) (Fig. 6a) . The boundaries between centrochromatin and heterochromatin within a single alpha satellite array are not clear. Because alpha satellite array sizes are polymorphic, total CENP-A domain sizes vary with alpha satellite size, and the amount of flanking heterochromatin also differs among homologous centromeres. Heterochromatin itself may act as a large chromatin boundary between the core centromere on alpha satellite and the chromosome arms, since depletion or removal of heterochromatin allows centrochromatin to spread and/or chromatin domains to reposition on alpha satellite Sullivan et al. 2011 Sullivan et al. , 2016 . Similar to endogenous centromeres, HAC centromeres are assembled into centrochromatin that is flanked by heterochromatin (Lam et al. 2006; Nakano et al. 2008; Ohzeki et al. 2012; Moralli et al. 2013) (Fig. 5) . HACs also contain non-alpha satellite DNA, including resistance genes and vector sequences. Spreading of centrochromatin onto these neighboring sequences has been observed, suggesting that a continuous domain can assemble even in the absence of a continuous alpha satellite domain. Demarcation of heterochromatin and centrochromatin on HACs and the assembly of new CENP-A appear to be controlled by the interplay of heterochromatin formation by SUV39H1/2 that is antagonized by modification of nearby centrochromatin via the acetyltransferase KAT7/HBO1/MYST2 (Ohzeki et al. 2016) . The recruitment of these chromatin-modifying enzymes may be controlled by protein-protein interactions and/ or by RNAs produced from alpha satellite regions (see below) (Johnson et al. 2017; McNulty et al. 2017 ).
Transcription of alpha satellite DNA
The enrichment of repetitive regions within heterochromatin has supported the idea that these sequences are transcriptionally silent. However, active transcription appears to be a general feature of many satellite DNAs, including alpha satellite DNA. In fact, satellite RNAs are abundant in mammalian cells and often stably associated with chromatin (Hall et al. 2014 ). Our understanding from recent studies is that the characteristics and functions of these transcripts are important for specific chromosomal functions, as well as in development and responses to cell stress and cancer. Fig. 6 Alpha satellite transcription and noncoding RNAs play distinct roles at the centromere and pericentromere throughout the cell cycle. a Schematic of the dual transcription observed at active and inactive alpha satellite DNA arrays at human centromere regions. The CENP-A domain (red and purple circles) forms on a portion of array 1 (blue arrows) and RNAs produced from this array (blue ribbons) remain associated with the centromere. Adjacent to array 1, array 2 (green arrows) is pericentromeric and associated with heterochromatic nucleosomes (green circles) but, like array 1, produces alpha satellite RNAs (green ribbons) that localize in cis. b Summary diagram of the proposed roles of alpha satellite transcription and the resulting noncoding RNAs at each stage of the cell cycle. Alpha satellite RNAs produced from the active array help load new CENP-A at the centromere in early G1. In S phase, CENP-A is distributed semiconservatively to each daughter strand. Although a precise role for alpha satellite transcription or RNA has not yet been elucidated, the presence of these transcripts is required for normal cell cycle progression through S and G2 phases. Alpha satellite transcription at inactive, pericentric arrays is thought to occur in G2 phase, shortly before the onset of mitosis. These RNAs are required for SUV39H1 (orange octagons) localization to the pericentromere. Sgo1 and Aurora B are both key players in mitosis and have been identified as alpha satellite RNA-binding partners. RNAP II-dependent transcription of alpha satellite is involved in relocalizing Sgo1 (purple hexagons) from the kinetochore to cohesin (pink rings) in the inner centromere Noncoding RNAs involved in centromere and kinetochore assembly and function Studying human centromeric transcription presents a unique challenge due to the structural organization of the centromere. On single alpha satellite HOR array chromosomes, such as HSAX, alpha satellite DNA is incorporated into centrochromatin, where the kinetochore will form, as well as into pericentric heterochromatin. As a result, studies of bulk alpha satellite RNA are unable to determine the chromatin domain from which the RNA originated (centromere or pericentromere), underscoring the need to incorporate protein association information when analyzing alpha satellite DNA and RNA. Moreover, the existence of multiple distinct arrays on a single chromosome (see BCentromeric epialleles: the co-existence of multiple, functionally distinct HOR arrays on single human chromosomes^section above) further complicates the study of the role of alpha satellite DNA in centromere and pericentromere function.
In general, alpha satellite transcripts have been described in many human cell types, although reports of localization, length, binding partners, and function have varied (Wong et al. 2007; Chan et al. 2012; Ideue et al. 2014; Quenet and Dalal 2014; Liu et al. 2015; McNulty et al. 2017) . Initial reports of alpha satellite RNA localization suggested that transcripts were confined to the nucleolus until their relocalization to the centromere at the onset of mitosis via CENP-C (Wong et al. 2007) . Alpha satellite has also been reported to localize to centromeres in both interphase and metaphase (Ideue et al. 2014; Quenet and Dalal 2014; McNulty et al. 2017) , co-localizing with key centromere proteins, like CENP-A. Perhaps the most uncertain characteristic of alpha satellite RNA is its binding partners and overall function at the centromere. Two proteins, Aurora B and Sgo1, directly involved in the progression of cell division via dynamic coordination of spindle microtubule attachment and sister chromatid separation, respectively, appear to be regulated by alpha satellite transcription and alpha satellite RNA (Ideue et al. 2014; Liu et al. 2015) (Fig. 6b) . The act of RNAPII transcription is required to localize Sgo1 from the outer kinetochore to the inner centromere (Liu et al. 2015) . The RNAPII-dependent relocalization of Sgo1 is necessary for full centromeric cohesion. Alpha satellite RNA itself directly associates with Aurora B and alpha satellite RNA depletion leads to abnormal cell shape and errors in cell division (Ideue et al. 2014) . Similar results were observed after both minor and major satellite depletion in mouse cells. These studies suggested that alpha satellite transcription and RNA in general are required for proper cell function, but were unable to discriminate between the effects of loss of centromeric RNAs versus pericentromeric RNAs or to demonstrate specific changes in centromere protein recruitment.
Alpha satellite RNAs have also been identified in prenucleosomal complexes (i.e., histone complexes not yet incorporated into DNA to form chromatin) containing CENP-A and HJURP prior to association with centromeric chromatin (Quenet and Dalal 2014) . Active RNAPII was found to be associated with chromatin fibers specifically in early G1, when CENP-A is loaded into chromatin, and to be required for CENP-A and HJURP targeting (Fig. 6b) . Prior to assembly into chromatin, CENP-A and HJURP were bound to a 1.3-kb putative alpha satellite transcript. Fragments of this sequence co-localized with half of the CENP-A signals visible on chromatin fibers, suggesting that only some centromeres produce the alpha satellite RNA used to recruit new CENP-A. General depletion of alpha satellite RNA using an shRNA to previously published alpha satellite consensus sequences (Waye and Willard 1987) led to mitotic defects and reduced CENP-A loading, implying an essential role for alpha satellite RNAs in centromere function.
Recently, studies in primary and transformed human cultured cells have shown that alpha satellite arrays produce sequence-specific noncoding transcripts that complex with centromere proteins CENP-A and CENP-C, as well as the alpha satellite DNA-binding protein CENP-B (Quenet and Dalal 2014; McNulty et al. 2017) . However, as mentioned previously, human centromere regions often contain multiple, distinct alpha satellite arrays, and even inactive (nonkinetochore forming) alpha satellite arrays produce alpha satellite RNA (Johnson et al. 2017; McNulty et al. 2017) (Fig.  6a) . Transcripts from the distinct arrays appear to be parsed into functionally distinct chromatin complexes, since RNA from inactive alpha satellite arrays is not associated with CENP-A or CENP-C. At active, kinetochore-forming arrays, alpha satellite RNA is involved in centromere protein loading (Fig. 6b) . The specific regions of the RNAs that interact with CENPs and the binding sites for RNA on these centromere proteins have not yet been identified, although CENP-C is a known RNA-binding protein (Du et al. 2010 ).
Noncoding alpha satellite RNAs involved in pericentromeric heterochromatin
Early evidence pointing to an RNA component involved in mammalian pericentric heterochromatin maintenance came from the finding that RNase treatment of mammalian nuclei resulted in a loss of heterochromatin and a structural alteration of the pericentromere (Maison et al. 2002) . Two histone lysine methyltransferases, SUV39H1 and SUV39H2, are conserved components of heterochromatin that are important regulators of constitutively silent chromatin (Aagaard et al. 1999 (Aagaard et al. , 2000 Rea et al. 2000; Peters et al. 2001 Peters et al. , 2003 . SUV39H enzymes catalyze the addition of methyl groups to lysine 9 in histone 3 to form H3K9me2 and H3K9me3. These modified histones serve as binding sites for HP1, that oligomerizes to perpetuate nucleosome chromatin condensation and transcriptional repression (Bannister et al. 2001; Lachner et al. 2001; Canzio et al. 2011) . Protein-protein interactions including recruitment of SUV39H by methylated DNA-binding proteins establish heterochromatin in nonrepetitive regions of the genome (Nan et al. 1997; Fuks et al. 2003) . RNA has been implicated as a binding partner of SUV39H, but its role in heterochromatin formation and maintenance has been unclear. Recent evidence suggests that SUV39H1 is bound to single-stranded alpha satellite RNA in human cells (Johnson et al. 2017) . Mutations in the nucleic acid-binding region of SUV39H prevent its association with heterochromatin in human cells, suggesting that noncoding satellite RNAs recruit the enzyme to form stable associations with chromatin (Johnson et al. 2017) (Fig. 6b) . Therefore, alpha satellite RNAs may provide specificity for SUV39H binding within the pericentromere region and form a scaffold for the formation of constitutive heterochromatin. HP1 may also require RNA to localize to pericentric chromatin, as the hinge region of this protein is known to bind satellite RNA in mouse cells (Muchardt et al. 2002; Maison et al. 2011) , although evidence for HP1 localization via direct alpha satellite RNA binding has not yet been reported in human cells.
Alpha satellite RNAs appear to have distinctive roles in normal human cells, particularly within the centromere and pericentromere regions, serving to recruit centromere proteins for kinetochore assembly or to establish and perpetuate heterochromatin. This raises an interesting paradox in that alpha satellite transcripts produced from the same array or from similar adjacent arrays can direct both centromere protein recruitment or heterochromatin maintenance. How do cells distinguish between repetitive RNA destined to have different effects on chromatin assembly and organization? Differences in timing of transcription, unique RNA modifications, phase separation, or transcript length could be factors involved in helping the cell discriminate between these two paths.
Insight into alpha satellite transcription from artificial chromosomes Studies of HAC chromatin and transcriptional competency suggest that transcription is required for centromere function and the level of transcription is finely tuned. Transcription is thought to occur at relatively low levels on alphoid tetO sequences; however, more robust transcription of non-alpha satellite sequences, such as resistance genes used in HAC creation, embedded in centrochromatin has also been observed in HACs (Lam et al. 2006; Nakano et al. 2008) . Transcription occurs largely within the centrochromatin domain of HACs rather than the flanking alphoid tetO sequences (Molina et al. 2016) .
Tet-repressor-mediated tethering of chromatin modifying enzymes, such as LSD1/2, SUV39H1, and BMI, to tetO-containing HAC centromeres has demonstrated that the introduction of heterochromatic marks to alpha satellite DNA previously assembled in centrochromatin is not compatible with alpha satellite transcription or centromere maintenance (Bergmann et al. 2011; Ohzeki et al. 2012; Molina et al. 2016) . Similarly, driving the KRAB repressor domain or its downstream effector KAP1 to HAC centromeres leads to an increase in H3K9me3 levels at the centromere and centromere protein loss and inactivation (Nakano et al. 2008; Cardinale et al. 2009 ). Together, these studies suggest that HAC centromere function and maintenance relies on transcriptional activity within centrochromatin and that transcription may be involved in preventing heterochromatin spreading into the centromere. Importantly, excessive alpha satellite transcription at HAC centromeres also has detrimental effects on centromere maintenance. Tet-mediated tethering of transcriptional activators VP16 increases HAC transcription 150-fold and leads to a reduction in CENP-A, a transition from centrochromatin to heterochromatin, and eventual kinetochore inactivation and HAC loss (Nakano et al. 2008; Bergmann et al. 2012 ). More moderate increases (10-fold) in the level of transcription induced by NF-κB p65 are compatible with continued centromere function, suggesting that some variation in transcription levels can be tolerated . Interestingly, transcription alone is not sufficient to maintain HAC centromere function. H3K3me2 and H3K9ac marks are specifically required for HAC transcription and heterochromatin antagonization and cannot be substituted with H4K12ac (Molina et al. 2016) .
Alpha satellite DNA transcription in stress response, cancer, and genome instability.
Cell stress induces genome-wide changes in cells, including alterations in the expression of repetitive DNA and localization of the resulting RNAs to nuclear stress granules (Denegri et al. 2002; Metz et al. 2004; Rizzi et al. 2004; Valgardsdottir et al. 2008) . Changes in satellite DNA expression have been reported in response to stress and observed in a variety of human cancers (Denegri et al. 2002; Jolly et al. 2004; Metz et al. 2004; Rizzi et al. 2004; Valgardsdottir et al. 2008; Eymery et al. 2009; Ting et al. 2011; Zhu et al. 2011; Hall et al. 2017) . For example, satellite II and satellite III sequences are normally silenced but are upregulated in response to stress and may have a protective role by regulating mRNA processing and modification. In contrast, loss of satellite II and satellite III silencing does not have a protective effect in cancer cells and severely compromises epigenetic regulation. Alpha satellite overexpression does not appear to be as closely associated with stress conditions or cancer as other types of satellite DNA. Alpha satellite derepression was reported in cells containing a mutant BRCA1 gene, that encodes a protein that normally mediates heterochromatic silencing of satellite DNA (Zhu et al. 2011) . In this context, exogenous alpha satellite expression was linked to DNA damage, mitotic errors, and genomic instability. Similar effects on chromosome stability and segregation were reported upon exogenous overexpression of alpha satellite in cultured cells (Chan et al. 2017) . However, in a separate study, alpha satellite RNA overexpression was only observed in~20% of cancer cell lines and BRCA1 mutation status was not correlated with alpha satellite overexpression (Hall et al. 2017) . These latter results agree with previous findings showing that alpha satellite transcription is not upregulated in heat-shocked HeLa cells (Eymery et al. 2009 ). Overall, then, alpha satellite expression seems more tightly controlled, perhaps due to its involvement in kinetochore assembly that may prohibit or limit misregulation.
Drivers of alpha satellite transcription and characteristics of transcripts Mammalian cells contain three RNAPs: RNAP I, II, and III. In general, each polymerase is defined by the type of RNA it transcribes. RNAP I transcribes ribosomal RNA genes other than 5S rRNA, RNAP II transcribes proteincoding genes and microRNAs, and RNAP III transcribes tRNA genes, 5S rRNA genes, and some small nuclear RNAs. There is no consensus for the RNAP responsible for the generation of alpha satellite RNA. Indeed, all three polymerases have been identified as candidates. Given the noted presence of RNAP II in human centromeres and the effects of polymerase inhibition on transcripts, human alpha satellite DNA is thought to be actively transcribed by RNAP II (Chan et al. 2012; Quenet and Dalal 2014; Liu et al. 2015; McNulty et al. 2017) , but the resulting transcripts may depend upon RNAP I for proper localization (Wong et al. 2007 ). RNAP III-dependent transposable element transcription has also been suggested as a potential promoter of nearby alpha satellite transcription (Klein and O'Neill 2018) . Improved assemblies of repetitive regions could help identify promoter elements and other genetic signatures that can more definitively determine the polymerase involved in repetitive DNA transcription (see BAlpha satellite genomics: moving into a new eraŝ ection below).
Little is known about the post-transcriptional processing of alpha satellite RNAs (capping, splicing, polyadenylation). Ideue et al. (2014) have suggested that at least some alpha satellite RNAs lack poly-A tails, but the slow turnover of repetitive RNAs has been documented and suggests that alpha satellite RNA is innately stable (Hall et al. 2014; McNulty et al. 2017) . Whether this stability is conferred by the presence of a poly-A tail or another protective mechanism, such as the formation of an RNA-DNA hybrid or posttranscriptional modifications, remains to be elucidated.
Remaining challenges in alpha satellite biology

Alpha satellite genomics: moving into a new era
The extensive reiteration of the HOR structure of alpha satellite has made it a challenge for standard genomic assembly. Short sequence reads corresponding to alpha satellite are abundant in the genome assembly pools, but their exact placement within the linear arrays that stretch for multiple megabases between the chromosome arms is not possible. Thus, in earlier assemblies of the human genome, HOR alpha satellite arrays were not present and the centromeres were identified as assembly gaps. In 2014, graphical reference models of HOR alpha satellite regions were placed in the centromeric gaps (Miga et al. 2014) . The graphical models were built from whole genome sequence (WGS) reads and Markov modeling to construct the most plausible configuration of HOR units. They were not intended to represent the linear organization of specific HOR units on a given chromosome and could not provide long-range organization of an entire alpha satellite array. Excitingly, a newly published study using single molecule nanopore sequencing has reported the successful assembly of contiguous linear alpha satellite DYZ3 sequence spanning the region between the short and long arms of HSAY (Jain et al. 2018) . DYZ3 is a small array (0.1-1 Mb) and, thus, a logical choice for an initial long sequencing approach. The approach of this tour de force effort was to sequence BACs containing inserts spanning the entire HSAY centromere, including the intervening alpha satellite and other repetitive sequences. These groundbreaking results, combined with promise of improved nanopore sequence read lengths up to 1 Mb, bring into focus the possibility of assembling alpha satellite arrays throughout the human genome and identifying biologically relevant copy number and sequence variation within alpha satellite regions.
Likewise, more thorough sequencing of repetitive RNA is needed to fully define the heterogeneity of these noncoding RNAs and to identify promoters, start sites, and termination sequences. However, assembly and interpretation of RNA sequencing reads relies on complete assemblies of repetitive regions of the genome. Since most repetitive regions have been excluded from current builds of the human genome, efforts to fully characterize repetitive RNA have been stymied. As long-read sequencing technology continues to advance and repetitive regions of the genome are added to the genome assemblies, progress in detailing the repetitive transcriptome is sure to follow and inform efforts to identify the function of these transcripts. Such reads could shed light on the difference between transcripts produced from HOR alpha satellite versus monomeric alpha satellite and could help discriminate between RNAs produced from centromeric versus pericentric regions. This level of discrimination between HOR and monomeric alpha satellite is not possible with in situ hybridization approaches. With these technological advances, our understanding of repetitive regions of mammalian genomes could soon equal our understanding of coding regions. It is clear, though, that rather than being simply passive regions of the genome or relics of past genomic events, repetitive DNA appears to be an active player in development, homeostasis, and genome stability.
Alpha satellite RNA biology: discriminating between the act of transcription and the role of transcripts themselves Approaches that deplete specific alpha satellite RNAs, such as shRNA, antisense oligonucleotides (ASO), and dsRNAs, in mammalian cells are effective (Ideue et al. 2014; Quenet and Dalal 2014; McNulty et al. 2017 ) but can only address the role of the transcripts. Altering the process of transcription using polymerase inhibitors, through steric hindrance by dCas9-KRAB localization, or tethering chromatin modifiers has confounding effects, including altering chromatin structure and simultaneously reducing the level of RNAs. Presumably, the loss of transcripts themselves could be overcome by expression of alpha satellite RNA from an exogenous locus or plasmid. Artificial expression of alpha satellite RNAs may temporarily increase amounts of exogenous RNA in the nucleus and phenocopy some effects of alpha satellite overexpression (Zhu et al. 2011; Chan et al. 2017) , but the movement of these RNAs in trans to chromatin and nuclear bodies also appears important for their function. It has not yet been tested if exogenously expressed alpha satellite RNAs also localize to the same site of endogenous alpha satellite RNA production. There is also the question of how long (i.e., number of copies of the repeat) the exogenously expressed or directly transfected satellite sequence should be. Given the heterogeneity of sequence length described for nearly all satellite RNAs and lack of understanding about noncoding satellite RNA processing, this is not a trivial consideration.
Alpha satellite DNA was first described 40 years ago. Much has been learned about its chromosomal location, organizational structure, and importance in centromere specification and de novo centromere assembly. Its transcription is necessary for formation of unique chromatin domains and interactions with key centromere and chromatin proteins. Despite notable advances in alpha satellite biology over the past three decades, more work lies ahead as the field tackles the challenges of sequencing entire alpha satellite arrays and functionally annotating the types and frequency of size and sequence variants, as well as interspersed functional elements, within populations. As genome assemblies intersect with comparative and functional studies, we will reach a fuller understanding of this complicated and fascinating repetitive sequence and its role in basic biology and medicine.
